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This film is a contemplation about 
Freedom. We take one separate man’s 
fate as a basis. This man is a shepherd. 
The times are hard: 1930s – 1940s. 
Kazakh steppe is scourged by famine, 
wasteland, collectivization and war… 
These are just the times that test 
people’s humanity. However many of 
them fail this test. 

The plot is closely intertwined with 
Biblical motives: the motive of the 
coming of Messiah who is sent to help 
people. However, as history teaches us, 
people are reluctant to pay attention 
to it. They execute the messenger 
because they care less of freedom. 
They would not accept it because they 
fail to understand it and maybe even 
scared of it subliminally. 

As a result, yet another messenger is 
left face to face with his own freedom.

The film covers the events that took place in a small Kazakh village 
from the 1930s to the mid 1950s. The steppe is scourged by famine. The 
Soviets are imposing their policy. Having lost his father, a 9 year-old 
Ilyas gathers his belongings and disappears.

Years pass. He lives alone in a remote mountain cave. He rarely comes 
down to visit old man Ybrai and Kamshut, a girl he’s been in love with for 
a long time. When the war begins, Ilyas refuses to go to the battlefront. 
From then on he is a deemed traitor. Ilyas dreams of running away 
with Kamshut but she turns every attempt down. She has her wedded 
husband. Ilyas is broken-down as he returns to the mountains.

1953. Stalin dies. The village grieves. Ilyas hears the weeping and comes 
down to check. However the devastated people works their pity off by 
beating Ilyas up. Old man Ybrai drags him to his shed and nurses him 
to health. Ilyas finds it very hard to go on living his life. Society would 
not accept his freedom and would never accept him. Ilyas starts tending 
collective farm cattle.

Once Ilyas’s horse appears in the village without a rider. People go to the 
mountains to search for him but find nothing but a dead body inside his 
cave.



Yermek Tursunov was born in 1961 in Kazakhstan. Novelist, writer and 
film director, in the past - a famous athlete, who played for the national 
mini-football team of the Republic of Kazakhstan. He graduated from the 
Faculty of Journalism of Kazakh National University named after Al-Farabi 
then the Faculty of Scenario and Film History of Russian State University of 
Cinematography.

Yermek Tursunov is famous for his books: “Prelude”, “Tamga”, “Kurak 
Korpe”, “Mustafa Shokai”, “Mamlyuk”, “Kelin”, “Seven days in May”, “One 
way ticket”, etc. 

He also translated from Kazakh to Russian classic and modern Kazakh literature 
by Magzhan Zhumabayev, Shakarim Kudaiberdiev, Akhmet Baitursynov, 
Merzhakyp Dulatov, etc. 

Yermek wrote scripts to well-known Kazakh films: “Abul Khair Khan”, 
“Mother’s paradise” (with M.Makhmalbaf), “Mustafa Shokai” (with Sergey 
Bodrov), “Mongol” (with Sergey Bodrov), “Kurak Korpe”, “Forth world”, 
“Mytar”, “Sabalak” (with Timur Bekmambetov), “Baksy” (with Gulshat 
Omarova), “Mamlyuk”, “Kelin”, “Kenzhe”, “Seven days in May”, “Gift to 
Stalin” (with Pavel Finn), “Shal”, “Who are you , Mr. Ka?”, etc.

Yermek Tursunov

Yermek Tursunov won Grand Prix in 
Competition of scriptwriters (Russia), 
won “Golden Star” prize for his 
script “Tell me, who is your friend” 
(Russia), won Kazakh National Prize 
“Kulager” for “Best Film”(2010), 
“Best Director”(2012), “The Man of 
the Year” (Kazakhstan, 2011), etc.

Director’s filmography
2009 – “Kelin” (“The Daughter-in-law”)
2012 – “Shal” (“The Old Man”)
2014 – “Kempyr” (“Crone”)
2015 – “Kenzhe” (“Little brother”)
2015 – “Zhat” (“Stranger”)



This film is a completion of a trilogy: Kelin – Shal (Old Man) – Kenzhe. 
Provisionally, this trilogy is dedicated to the natural trinity: Father – Mother – 
Son. We trace the historical evolution of the Nation along the following route: 
Mountains – Steppe – City. The Past – the Present – the Future. 

Film’s story unfolds in the present days. The major confrontation happens 
between two brothers. One is a client; another is a doer. But once the fate 
would turn so one brother would face the other. And this brings them both 
before a challenging choice. 

The protagonist in the film is a professional hitman, a man from nowhere. 
We do not know his story and do not know what made him turn to this shady 
path. We don’t even know his first and last name. He executes his brother’s 
orders and makes his living by killing.

However, kenzhe (little brother) fails one of the contracts. They begin a 
manhunt after him but the path leads to his older brother. Life and interests 
of one party are at stake. Brother goes against brother. And this fight is never 
over until one breaks the kindred laws.

“Kenzhe” (Little brother)
Synopsis

Brief note
Dostoyevsky contemplated over this issue in the classical, especially Russian, 
literary tradition. Who is his Raskolnikov? Is he a murderer or a fair avenger? 
Is one person granted a right to carry out a sentence to another over a certain 
purpose, even if this purpose is good? All these questions have a variety of 
multiple answers.

Film authors are trying their best to evade the clichés and other beaten artistic 
solutions. This is why, besides a very well twisted plot, viewers would be 
offered several questions which are still up to date even though they had 
been raised since the biblical times. Who is to be judged and who is not? 
Who actually has the right to pass judgment? What is a murder and what is 
retaliation? Can a crime be justified for some good cause? And why, if granted 
the right of choice, the crowd would still be choosing Barabbas?



This is a survival story – a Hemingway’s “Old Man and the Sea” as if written 
for Kazakhs. The reminder of lasting biblical values, which have become of 
particular interest nowadays when people care less to wave goodbyes with 
the aftermost moral statutes. 

The old shepherd who lives with the wife of his son and his grandson far away 
from a big city and civilization has simple, ordinary and unremarkable life in 
a distant steppe. Their communication is very limited. They need to be able to 
forgive and save all wisdom. Great steppe morality is to do good things and 
not to wait any thanks. 

This film is an attempt to talk about these notions in the language of the 
cinema. The authors set a mission to make the film cleanse people, to give 
them hope and light.

Shal (Old man)
Synopsis

Festivals:
Moscow Int’l Film Festival

Beijing Int’l Film Festival

Kinoshock Int’l Film Festival (Open Film Festival of CIS countries, Latvia , Lithuania , 

Estonia) - Gran-prix, “Best Male Actor” prize

Tallinn Black Nights Film Festival (Official Competition EurAsia)

Asia Pacific Screen Awards (APSA) - Nomination for Best Performance by an Actor, 

Nomination for Achievement in Cinematography 

National Prize of Kazakhstan “Kulager” as the best film of the year. etc.



“The film “Kelin” tells about love passion, unbridled feelings and mind that should 
be a composing part of emotions. It seems that we have lost now the sincerity of our 
feelings. There is an effort in this film to return to the human nature, to its origins. After 
all, in the modern life, we are refined and lack our inherent instincts. Nevertheless, 
the women’s images are the main thing. Images of the mother and daughter-in-law, 
who are the successors of human race,’’.  

The film’s action occurs in the III-IV centuries, in the period before Islam. Any canonized 
religion constitutes definite laws and dogmas; and the pagan epoch, where script’s 
plot is placed, supposes the natural form of existence. This story is about people living 
as a part of nature, when the supreme task was to survive and continue the race.  

“Once I’ve heard one story about a man died in winter, in the mountain valley where 
yaks are found. It was necessary to wait until spring in order to move his body through 
the pass and burry in the earth where he was born. It was the first impulse to the 
idea”, tells Aktan Arym Kubat, the author of an idea and creative producer of the film. 
Later the scriptwriter Yermek Tursunov described this story in details.    

“There are five characters in this film: mother Ene and two her sons, Baktashi and 
Kaini; hunter Mergyen and daughter-in-law Kelin, who play the story of one family. 
But as long as this family lives in a direct connection with nature, the animal world 
becomes a part of this story: yaks and griffins, Blue Wolf’s family”, tells the scriptwriter 
and film director Yermek Tursunov. 

The film is shot in the mountain region Alatau, in uninhabited places. Now as before, 
yaks and griffins are found there. There are few dialogues in the film; its heroes speak 
ancient Turkic. Image and action are the essentials. Shamans’ rites, which demonstrate 
the pagan connection of man with nature, are shown for the first time in this film.

Kelin (Daughter-in-law)

Festivals:

Synopsis

The directorial debut of Yermek Tursunov, one of Kazakhstan’s leading scriptwriters, this 
film was short listed in the Best Foreign Language Film category in the 2009 Academy 
Awards, and was an official selection at numerous festivals, including Toronto and 
Monaco where it won the Grand Prize in 2010.

Monaco Int’l Film Festival - Grand Prix 

New-York Int’l Film Festival - Grand Prix 

Yalta Int’l Film Festival - Grand Prix, “Best Director” prize

Toronto Int’l Film Festival – Opening Film

Taormina Int’l Film Festival – Opening Film, etc.






